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WRITE
AS I PLEASE
By Mel Kositsky
It is a chance to win big money and support a great
cause.
The Langley Pos-Abilities Society, which believes
in "changing disabilities into possibilities" is holding
a 50/50 Mega Draw. You could win up to $125,000 if
you purchase the winning ticket. Tickets are on sale
now for $20 and the draw date is November 20, 2021.
."Help us to give the gift of independence," says
Zosia Ettenberg, founder of the organization.
Tickets can be purchased online or from tickets
sellers at the following locations in the community -Save On Foods, IGA and Ralph's Farm Market.
For more information and ticket sales go to:
langleypos-abilities.lotterynexus.com/
Langley Pos-Abilities Society is a non-profit volunteer supported agency that helps improve the quality of life for people with disabilities, including those
living with mobility issues, hearing loss, blindness,
plus many other conditions requiring assistive
devices.
"We believe in IDEA -- Inclusion, Diversity,

FALL HOME
MAINTENANCE
CHECKLIST
A harsh Canadian winter is just around the corner.
If you’re a homeowner, that means it’s prime time to
start getting your home ready for cooler weather.
Be sure to inspect these areas inside and outside to
keep your home in tip-top shape through the season:
Driveway and porch
Take some time to repair any cracks that may have
appeared in your walkways, steps and driveway.
Filling in these gaps will help prevent additional from
rain and harsh weather.
Walls and exterior finishes
Look out for peeling paint and cracks in the exterior — these are common signs of water damage. Repairing any flaws by repainting, caulking and sealing
cracks will help prevent further damage and help re-
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Equity and Accessibility" according to the website cially if the winds change and the storm blows over.
www.pos-abilities.org.
On October 18th, NEWS 1130 and CityNews will
Langley Pos-Abilities Society provides a safe en- come together as one to become CityNews 1130 -vironment for people with disabilities. The services providing more news coverage in more ways, where
include:
and when you need it: on your radio, smart speaker,
•
providing and upgrading assistive equipment television, and online. It will focus on breaking news,
for our clients as needed
traffic and weather. It remains one of the few popular
•
accepting donations and providing access to AM stations still left in the Metro Vancouver area.
and maintenance of assistive devices
Readers may remember that CKWX 1130 has a
•
advocating & acting as a resource for people long history in the Vancouver market area. It has been
with disabilities
a top station with many personalities over the years,
•
creating awareness and education to help our who became local media icons -- including Red
community understand, value and relate to people Robinson. When the radio station became Country
with disabilities
1130 in the 1980s and '90s, it ruled the market until JR
•
encourage our clients to participate in our or- FM was created in 1986, which now remains the only
ganization’s activities and special events
country music station still around. Local country le•
improve relationships and encourage pay gends such as Elmer Tippe became very popular on
back for those who have been helped by their families 'WX -- not only for their radio style but also as enterLet's talk about the weather!
tainers at many barn dances and community halls. It
While climate change initiatives remain a "hot" helped the BC Country Music Association build up a
topic, there have always been extreme weather condi- great following and produce many talented pertions and there always will be.
formers and bands, as well as famous songwriters.
Reports say in the 1970s there were only 700 per
For a while CKWX 1130 turned its focus on sports
year. Now there are about 3,500 annually -- or almost and featured talk shows with the likes of Dave Pratt.
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